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About Luicy
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Bremen, CEU Budapest
► Now: German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA) in 

Hamburg & Berlin. Soon: El Colegio de México.
► My fields of specialization

► Comparative Citizenship and Migration Policies, Political Theory, 
Representation and Participation of Minorities.

► My teaching
► Comparative Political Institutions, Migration Studies, 

International Relations.
► Ways to contact me:

► Twitter: Luicy_Pedroza
► Email: luicy.pedroza@giga-hamburg.de
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About Achim

► Previously: Hertie School, SFB Bremen, WZB Berlin and Yale 
University, CEU Budapest

► My fields of specialization
► Political economy, development, welfare state policies

► My teaching: 
► Quantitative methods, development, public administration

► Ways to contact me
► Twitter handle: @achkem
► Website: https://achimkemmerling.wordpress.com/
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For those of you who have to write an MA 
thesis, or those who want to write a research 

article… 
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In one sentence: What is your topic?
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Not so easy? Writing a thesis means
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Identifying and demarcating a topic and a 
good research question

Finding relevant sources (literature, data)

Thinking about a strategy (design, 
approach, method)

And writing so that others will want to read it!



No. Section Notes
1 Introduction: Topic, Question Motivate reader!
2 Literature & Developing a 

Structure
Show that you have read 
‘everything’

3 Arguments, Theory, 
Approach

Think about how to answer 
your question

4 Design, Method, Data What sources do you use?

5 Analyzing, Interpreting 
Results

Getting findings

6 Writing Up Writing well!
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1) The Topic/ Research Question

► A good topic needs a question!
► Helps you make topic big enough to be 

interesting, but small/ specific enough to that you 
are not overwhelmed.

► Good questions are interesting even for people 
who work on something else. 
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An example

Topic Question
Political Events in Myanmar 2005-
2015

?
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An example

Topic Question
Political Events in Myanmar 2005-
2015

Explanatory: Why was there
regime change in Myanmar?
Descriptive: How did the regime
change happen?
Prescriptive: What would have
been the best way/ the best
outcome?
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2.) How to work with Literature

► What types of sources do you use?
► Primary, secondary
► Research articles, policy briefs, newspaper 

articles, official documents.
► Always reflect how these documents were 

produced and for what purpose.
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Finding the right body of literature

► ´Standing on the shoulders of giants´
► What is enough or too little? Often depends on 

expectations, but also research question. If too 
unspecific  literature too large, if too specific 
literature too small.

► How do you find and retrieve sources? (Google?, 
archives, interviews, snowballing, …)
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3.) How to Develop an Argument

► Arguments depend on literature, sources, design, 
methods etc.

► Having an argument is important to structure
and guide the overall thesis.

► The argument develops the RQ/ thesis 
systematically

► Thesis writing is just another form of telling a 
story. Initially, you start with a hunch/ an idea.
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4.) Method, Design, Sources

► Now that you have a question and an argument/ 
hunch/ hypothesis, you need to think how to show 
it could be true.

► For this you need to think about what sources 
(empirical evidence) to use, and how to use it.

► You need to think what methods to use, and how 
to design your inquiry.
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How would John Snow collect information?
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How would John Snow collect information?

► Quantitative information
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How would John Snow collect information?

► Quantitative information
► Qualitative information: interviews with people, 

walking through the district…
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Qualitative Types of Design/ Methods

► Case study: e.g. Are democracies more peaceful? 
The case of Myanmar

► Comparative case study: Why did Myanmar stop 
Myitsone Dam project, but not Baluchaung 
hydroelectric plant?

► Qualitative, ethnographic: How do fishermen 
cope with contamination due to the mining 
industry?

► …
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5.) Analyzing, Interpreting Information

► Not so easy, sometimes too little information, 
sometimes too much.

► Statistical techniques
► Qualitative procedures, e.g. looking for common 

themes, common answers
► Discarding other explanations. E.g. Snow: If 

cholera was air-borne, it would travel with the 
wind. But it never does!
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6.) Writing Up

► Aesthetic issue: what is elegant?
► Write short sentences. Use simple terms. If you 

need difficult terms, define them.
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“The proliferation of nominalizations in a 
discursive formation may be an indication of 

a tendency toward pomposity and 
abstraction.”

= “Too many long nouns sound pompous”
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A simple tool for English: 
http://writersdiet.com/test.php
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6.) Writing Up

► Aesthetic issue: what is elegant?
► Write short sentences. Use simple terms. If you 

need difficult terms, define them.
► Structure paragraphs and sections. How to 

sentences, paragraphs hang together. How do 
they lead into each other?
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An example. Avoid enumerations; explain 
how studies follow/interact/correct/contradict 
each other: 
► Instead of: 

► World Bank (2016) argues that social cash transfers reduce 
poverty. Handa (2015) argues argues that social cash 
transfers increase health. Pritchett et al. (2018) do not find 
any effect. …

► Something like this: 
► Both World Bank (2016) and Handa (2015) find positive 

outcomes – higher income in the World Bank study and 
better health in Handa‘s study. Pritchett et al. (2018), 
however, do not find any positive results. Why might this be? 
One reason arguably lies in the different methodology/ data 
used by Pritchett et al.. It seems that the findings on 
conditional cash transfers depend on which data/ region/ 
method… the authors used…



6.) Writing Up

► Aesthetic issue: what is elegant?
► Write short sentences. Use simple terms. If you 

need difficult terms, define them.
► Structure paragraphs and sections. How to 

sentences, paragraphs hang together. How do 
they lead into each other?

► Structure thesis: everything that is said needs to 
be related to a common theme (the research 
questions!) If it does not, perhaps it is not 
necessary!
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Structure of the Thesis

► Spine: RQ and 
Argument

► Ribs: Introduction, 
Literature, Theory, 
Method, Findings, 
Conclusions
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That‘s all! 
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